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ABSTRACT
 
The acoustic loads on unbaffled obstacles can be represented, to a first approximation, by the 
acoustic force acting on solid cylinders and spheres in plane wave sound fields. The well 
known theory for these cases is reviewed in a consistent manner to clarify physical interpreta­
tion and correct minor discrepancies in the literature. Limited experimental data, available 
from the literature, is used to illustrate the validity of the theory. 
Motion of a solid obstacle in a sound field is shown to be dependent on the force acting on 
the obstacle when it is fixed. Finally, the theory for acoustic radiation reaction forces and 
viscous or aerodynamic forces acting on oscillating bodies is briefly reviewed along with some 
published experimental data for the viscous or aerodynamic forces acting on oscillating 
spheres, cylinders, and thin plates. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Obstacles placed in a sound field are acted on by oscillating forces due to an 
unbalanced distribution of the incident and scattered sound pressures on the surface 
of the obstacles. Most of the current theoretical studies on response of structure to 
acoustic noise are concerned with acoustic loads on only one side of a structural 
This is realistic when one side of a structure is isolated from significantsurface. 
excitation. However, tall buildings, tank structures, ground equipment racks, etc., 
are examples of unbaffled obstacles for which the net acoustical load depends on the 
pressure distribution on-all sides of-the structure. For example, acoustic excitation of 
the fundamental bending mode of a nine-story building has been observed due to 
acoustic excitation during static firing of large rocket engines. It is the purpose of 
this brief study to consider acoustic forces and resulting motion of infinite circular 
cylinders and rigid spheres. These two cases can be considered as first approxima­
tions for defining acoustic loads on three-dimensional objects. 
The scattering theory employed in this study has been well developed by Morse (Refer­
ence 1), Lindsay (Reference 3), and Rschevkin (Reference 5) and is not repeated in 
detail here. Rather, the objective has been to define the essential features of the 
results in a consistent manner and, in some cases, extend the results beyond those 
found in these references, stressing their physical interpretation. Some minor incon­
sistencies relative to this report in References I and 5 are also clarified and corrected. 
In Sections 2 and 3, methods for approximating the exact solution for the net acoustic 
force on cylinders and spheres are also covered since these can often be used to 
advantage under certain conditions. In one approximation, it is shown that when 
at wavelengthsscattering is neglected, the acoustic force on the cylinder and sphere, 
large relative to the obstacle circumference, are 1/2 and 2/3, respectively, of the 
true value. For this reason, it is suggested that a numerical integration of only 
incident pressures on an irregular shape body could be used to estimate the net acoustic 
force within an accuracy of :h 17 percent (± 1 .4 dB) for a-solid obstacle whose circum­
ference is less than the incident wavelength. 
It isIn Section 4, translational motion of a sphere in an acoustic field is considered. 
shown that the motion of the sphere can be accurately determined by defining the net 
This concept is a general bne applicableacoustic force on the obstacle when it is rigid. 

for defining the motion of any obstacle in an acoustic field. In Se6tion 5, available
 
experimental data on the motion of unbaffled obstacles in a sound field are compared
 
with the theoretical results and reasonable agreement between theory and experiment is
 
demonstrated. Finally, in Section 6, the additional effect of viscous drag forces on
 
com­
- -rthe translational motion of spheres - is briefly reviewed and a 
parison of theory with published e: ustrated. It is shown that the 
linear viscoustheory accurately predicts a drag- treated as a 

damping force for small amplitude!
 
Two appendices are included. Appendix A covers some of the derivatives omitted from 
the text. Appendix B summarizes the radiation impedance expressions, and their 
high and low frequency asymptotes for oscillating and pulsating spheres and cylinders. 
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2.0 ACOUSTIC FORCE ON A RIGID INFINITE CYLINDER IN A PLANE WAVE 
SOUND FIELD 
2.1 Net Force on Cylinder Without Considering Scattering 
Consider a plane acoustic wave of angular frequencyQo and wave number k =o)/c 
traveling to the right and incident upon an infinite circular cylinder of radius a whose 
axis is at right angles to the incident sound direction. As indicated in the following 
sketch, the incideni pressure, p. at a point a, 6 on the surface of the cylinder at an 
angle 6 from the incident ray direction can be expressed in the complex form (Refer­
ence 1)* 
Pi =P 0 e-i (t- ka cos 6) (1) 
where ka is the dimensionless frequency (a/c. 
-xC 
P1 IdF 
-k2a 
For a first approximation, the net force on the cylinder is defined by neglecting the 
scattered pressure at the cylinder surface. If a positive pressure on the cylinder 
implies a radial force directed inward, the instantaneous radial force, due to the 
incident pressure only, on a surface element of unit axial length and length ado 
around the circumference is given by 
dFi = P0 eWi(tt - ka cos 0) a do (2) 
* The convention of using e instead of ejGt is adopted from Morse. Rschevkin 
employs the latter convention and his results are equivalent to Morse's when j, the 
positive root of 1/-1 , is replaced by -i, the negative root of ICT. 
3 
If force is positive in the direction of travel of the incident wave, the instantaneous 
value of the net horizontal force is 
F1 =-2a P0 fe ka csecos e d eIWt (3) 
The integral has a known solution in the form (Reference 2) 
'T
.- n 
I i zcos a cos (ne) d8 = Jn(z) (4) 
iT 
0 
where Jn(z) is the nth Bessel Function of the first kind and argument z 
Thus, utilizing Equation 4 in Equation 3, the expression for the complex value of the 
net force is: 
Fi i 2r a P0 J1 (ka) eit (5) 
Using the relationship - i= e- ' / 2 , the real part of the instantaneous force can be 
expressed as: 
Fi = 2a P0 6 J I(ka)] cos (ct + ir/2) (6) 
At the plane passing through the axis of the cylinder for e = .t/2, the real value of 
the instantaneous incident pressure, from Equation 1, is 
Pi = P0 cos Wt 
Comparing this with Equation 6, it is clear that the net acoustic force, based on the 
incident pressure only, leads the incident pressure at the center of the cylinder by 
u/2 radians or 1/4 of the period. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 1 which 
shows the pressure distribution and net force on the cylinder at different times. This 
same leading phase will still hold when the scattered wave is included in the analysis 
and ka << I . Some inconsistency on this point appears on page 353 of Reference I 
and is repeated in Reference 5 in the derivation of the net force on a cylinder. The 
source of the inconsistency appears to be the omission in each of these references of 
a minus sign in the basic equation for the net force. This minus sign is required if 
the net force is considered positive in the direction of travel of the incident wave; 
e= 0. 
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Figure 1. Space and Time Variation of Incident Pressure at Center of Cylinder 
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If the net force is normalized by the product of the reference incident.pressure, pi, 
and the area normal to the plane wave (2a per unit length), then an acoustic 
force coupling factor can be expressed as the complex ratio 
Li Net Force -IJ,(a ir/2(7)(ka) -i/2iNormal Area x Incident Pressure 
Due to the omission of the scattered sound pressure at the surface of the cylinder, this 
expression is not exact. We would expect, however, that it would be a reasonable 
first approximation at frequencies for which the wavelength is much greater than the 
cylinder circumference (ka << 1). In this case, the Bessel Function may be approxi­
mated by its first series term so that the magnitude of Li is approximately 
Li ka -iu/2 ka << 1 (8) 
The following section will show that in the low frequency range, the effect of 
scattering increases the net acoustic force by a factor of 2 over that computed above 
on the basis of the incident pressure only. 
2.2 Net Force on Cylinder Including Effect of Scattering 
The total pressure, Pt, at any point on the surface of the cylinder will be the sum of 
the incident plus scattered or reflected pressure, ps 
Pt = P0 e- i ( t - ka cose)+ Ps (9) 
The scattered pressure is determined by satisfying the boundary condition at the 
surface of the rigid cylinder that the particle velocity normal to the surface must be 
A formal solution for this problem has been presented by Morse (Reference 1),zero. 
Lindsay (Reference 3), and Rschevkin (Reference-5) 
The solution involves -first defining the incident plane wave in cylindrical coordinates 
Then, assuming a general solution in cylindrical coordinates for the scattered sound 
field, the coefficients of this solution are defined so-that the radial velocity compo­
nent of the scattered field on the surface of the cylinder just cancels the radial 
velocity component of the incident wave to satisfy the boundary condition of zero 
velocity at the surface of the cylinder 
Based on this method, the sum of the incident plus scattered pressure on the cylinder 
surface at an angle 8 relative to the propagation direction of the incident plane wave 
is given by (References I and 3) 
6 
Pt = Pt+ - e 'VP cos meeimi/2 	 (10)0 iYmm=O Cm e
where the function Cm e1 Ym is equal to 
-2 [yI(ka)- iJl(ka)] m=O 
Cm el)'m [Ym_(ka) - Ym+(ka)+ i m+l(ka)- mm(al m >0 ( 
and 
Jm(ka) = Bessel Function of the first kind 
Ym(ka) = 	Bessel Function of the second kind (also called Neumann or Weber 
Function) 
It should be noted that in Equation 11, Cm is the real modulus of the complex quantity 
on the right side and e'ym is the unit complex vector representing its phase angle. 
Morse has tabulated values of Cm and ym for a-range of the argument ka from 0 to 5 
=
and for m 0 to 9 (Reference 1).
 
Weiner (Reference 4) has calculated, and confirmed by measurement, the ratio of total 
to incident pressure for a cylinder. His theoretical results are shown in Figure 2. 
Limiting values of Cm and im for very small or very large values of ka are given by 
Morse in the following form 
For ka << 	m + 1/2, 
4/Tka, 	 Y0 C (ka/2)
2 
m = Q, CO ! 
m>0 m (2ka)m+l ~ -m (ka/2) 2m 
m- (M!)2m>0, 

For ka >> m t 1/2, 
m=, C 	 ', -ir/4 (1)ka	 yo ka
C0 

- a, 	 'm-ka - "-"(m+1/2)re>0, Cm =- 2/ 
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The approximation for large ka is difficult to employ for estimating the trend in Pt 
at high frequencies since it becomes less accurate as more terms are required in 
the summation in Equation 10. A plot of the amplitude each of the first 5 terms of 
the series in Equation 10 which defines the total pressure around the cylinder is 
given in Figure 3. Each term has an amplitude equal to 4/ ka Cm. It is clear that 
for small values of the dimensionless freqluency parameter ka, just the first two terms 
will provide a reasonable approximation of the total pressure. Using these first two 
terms, when ka << 1, 
-i't 
Pt P0 (1 +i 2 ka cos 0) e ka <<1 (12) 
One can also write the incidence wave pressure from Equation 1 in the approximate 
form for ka <<1, as 
-lat
 
pi P0 (1 +i ka cos 6) e ka<< 1 (13) 
Thus, as pointed out by Morse (Reference 1), the scattered sound pressure at long 
wavelengths, adds a component to the incident pressure which is just equal to the 
complex or quadrature component of the incident pressure around the cylinder 
surface. 
For high frequencies, where ka >> 1, Figure 3 clearly shows the increasing signi­
ficance of higher order terms in the series expression of Equation 10. 
To define the net force on the cylinder, it is necessary, as before, to integrate the 
instantaneous resultant force due to the incident plus scattered pressure over a unit 
length of the cylinder. This is given by 
IT 
Ft = -2afptcos dG-
0 
Substituting in Equation 10, the result is an exact expression for the net force given 
by 
(Ft =2a P0 [ •'2C1e /2)] e-iwt (14) 
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- Ypka)]' + [J,20a) - Jia(ka)]2c1~4 {[vka) 
and (15) 
J(ka)
LJ2(ka) ­y = tan-
Y0(ka) - Y2 (ka)j 
Note that while an infinite series is required to define the total pressure on the 
cylinder, upon integration over the surface, all terms but the first order (m = 1) 
term drop out. This is expected since for the zero order term, there is no angular 
dependency of the total pressure, and hence no net unbalanced force. For higher 
order terms, the integrql of cos mB cos 0 over the limits of 0 to Utis zero for m / I , 
so that these terms drop out. 
Again, the net force can be normalized by the product of the incident pressure and 
the normal area to give an acoustic force coupling factor, 
Lt 2 e-i(r/2 +y1 ) (16)ka C I
 
The amplitude and phase of the coupling factors defined by Equation 16 (with 
diffraction) and Equation 7 (without diffraction) are plotted in Figures 4 and 5, 
respectively. 
As shown in Figure 4, the maximum value of the acoustic force coupling factor is 
2.15 and it occurs at a value of ka = I . This corresponds to a half wavelength equal 
to one half the circumference of the cylinder. Thus, as one might estimate, 
intuitively, the maximum force on the cylinder is approximately equal to two times 
the incident "force" (incident pressure times normal area) at the wavelength for which 
the incident pressures on the front and back of the cylinder are just 180 degrees out of 
phase. The net front-to-back pressure differential would then be twice the incident 
pressure. It will be shown in the next section that this qualitative concept of the net 
force on the cylinder can be used as a basis for a good approximati6n of the net force 
at all wavelengths greater than the circumference of the cylinder. 
For very small and very large values of ka, utilizing Equation 11a and I1b, the 
coupling factor is approximately equal to 
-i 2
7r ka e "Aka <<1 
Lt V k e -i(ka - "/4) ka >> 1 (17) 
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Comparing the asymptotic value above for small ka with that shown in Equation 8 
where scattering was neglected, we see that the latter estimate is just 1/2 of the 
true value for ka << 1. This is clearly shown in Figure 4. It is also important to 
note that the upper envelope of the coupling factor, for large ka, computed without 
accounting for scattering, is essentially the same as the true value. This is a 
significant result which shows that, at high frequencies, the scattered pressure field 
on an obstacle has a net force of zero and the upper bound for the force is defined 
by the incident field only. 
2.3 Approximate Method for Estimating Force on Cylinder 
An approximate method is considered for estimating the force on the cylinder for 
ka << 1. A similar approach may be feasible for other obstacles. 
Assume that the net force is the difference 
SP W2 between the pressure at the point of inci­
t) 	 dence on the cylinder and the diametrically 
opposite point times the normal area (2a 
per unit length) of the cylinder. Further­
more, as shown in the sketch, assume that 
the phase difference between these two 
points is due to the circumferential path 
P2 (t) p (t- 2 .) length na from front to back of the cylinder.If the axis of the cylinder is the center of 
the coordinate system, then the approximate net force over a unit length in the direc­
tion of the incident wave is: 
Ft= 2a [p1(t) - p2 (t)] =2a P0 [cos (cat + ka) - cos (wat + ka - 7r ka)] 
which reduces to 
Ft-=2aP 0 [2 sin(-] cos(t+ka-jka+j) 	 (18) 
Thus, the acoustic coupling factor is 
= 
F 	 2 s ka -i[i/2-ka(r/2-1)] ka<< 1 (19)Lt 2ap-2 sin -2eT 	 <1(9 
For small values of ka, this becomes 
Lt - v ka 	e - i /2 (20) 
which is the same as the low frequency approximation for the exact solution with 
diffraction (Equation 17). The approximation given by Equation 19 is also shown in 
Figure 4 
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2.4 Net Force on Cylinder for an Oblique Incident Wave 
The discussion up till now has covered only the case for an incident wave traveling 
at right angles to the axis of the cylinder. It is also desirable to consider the case 
of an oblique wave incident on the cylinder. This case is illustrated in the following 
sketch. 
z 
X 
\-'X/cos # /3-a-, 
/ \ JX/sin 
Incident \ __ 
Ray 
If an incident ray in the XZ plane intersects the cylinder axis (Z axis) at an angle j 
to the normal (X axis) to the cylinder axis, the incident pressure can be defined by 
=pi P0 e-i(tt- kx cos f- kz sin #) (21) 
At-any circumferential point-(a, 8) on the surface of the cylinder at a longitudinal 
station z, the incident pressure on the cylinder is given by 
pi(a,8,z) = Pe- i(ct - ka cos 3 cos 6)1 i kz sin 0 (22) 
Thus, the incident pressure on any circumferential ring for an oblique wave is given by 
the expression for the pressure of a normally incident wave (Equation 1)with k r'placed 
by k cos j, multiplied by the quantity ei kl sin 0. Note that replacing k by k cos 0 
is equivalent to saying that the effective wavelength in the direction normal to the 
cylinder is X/cos 6 as shown in the above sketch. Similarly, X/sin 3 is the effective 
or trace wavelength along the cylinder axis so that the additional term ei kz sin # 
simply defines the additional phase shift of the incident pressure in the axial direction. 
15
 
Wenzel has shown that the same result is obtained for the scattered pressure field for 
an oblique wave (Reference 7). Thus, the incident plus scattered pressure on the 
surface of a cylinder for an oblique incident wave is obtained by modifying the pre­
vious result for a normal wave to the form 
Pt(d,0,z) = e kz sin 0 . [Equation lOwith k = k cos 01 (23) 
Clearly, the horizontal component of the force on a right circular surface element 
2- adz of the cylinderdue to an oblique wave can utilize the results for a normally 
incident wave by just replacing k by k cos 3 in Equations 14 and 15. 
To obtain the net horizontal force over a finite length Aof the cylinder, due to an 
oblique wave, it is necessary to integrate over L. If the length i is centered about 
the coordinate axes X,Z, then the net force is given by 
+ /2 
Ft(L) = [Equation 14 with k = k cos /3] ella sin 0 dz 
Fsin( sin-) 1 
FtP) = [Equation 14with k=kco /3] .1 I .-
L 2 J 
The acoustic force coupling factor for a finite length I of the cylinder is the ratio of 
this force to the product of the incident pressure and normal area given by 
= 
Ft()( 
-
22 2 + ) sin (-tsin/3)Ft(- i(,r2+ ,)2(4 
2P0af (ka cos#i) Ce k20-sin j3 
This is the same as Equation 16 (when ka cos 3 is substituted for ka directly and in the 
arguments For the functions C1 and y!I ) multiplied by the additiona. sin x/x term. The 
latter term simply accounts for the average force over the length A of the cylinder. For 
high frequencies, where (ki/2) sin/3 >> I and ka >> 1, the upper envelope of the 
coupling factor will tend to 
LtV) c "2s 2 (25)
t V -ka sin06 
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3.0 ACOUSTIC FORCE ON A RIGID SPHERE IN A PLANE WAVE SOUND FIELD 
A plane progressive sound field incident 
on a sphere of radius a will exhibit cir­
dF 	 cular symmetry about a polar axis through 
the sphere which is also the direction of 
the incident wave. Let p(a,9) be the 
pressure on the surface of an elemental 
ring of radius (a sin p) and width ad (p 
F 	 where q)is the polar angle relative to the 
radius vector in the direction of the 
incident wave. The net radial force 
component will be (assuming a positive 
pressure corresponds-to a radial force 
directed inward) 
=dF p(a,$) 27 a sin * ad+ 	 (26) 
If force is positive in the direction of propagation of the incident wave, the total 
force in the horizontal direction is 
IT 
F-2na 2 fP(a,+)sin2coslpd+ 	 (27) 
0 
If the incident pressure at the center of the sphere is Po e , then the acoustic 
coupling factor for the sphere will be 
I 
Li - " -itt = -2 10 -it sin cos p dq 	 (28) 
2 ea PePo 0 00 
3.1 	 Net Force on Sphere Without Considering Scattering 
Consider first.the net force without scattering. The incident pressure on the surface of 
the sphere can be defined by 
Pi = P0 e -i ( at - ka cos ) = P0 e ika cos + e- it 	 (29) 
Substituting Equation 29 into Equation 28, the acoustic coupling factor for the 
incident field only is 
17 
Li = -2f e ka sin cos d (30) 
0 
which reduces to 
4 [sinka k] ei7r/2 (31) 
L. =1 L ka cos a3 
The limiting value at long wavelengths is obtained by using the first two series 
expansion terms in the above sine and cosine terms to give 
- T
L 4 ka e ir/2 ka << 1 (32) 
3.2 Net Acoustic Force on Sphere Including Effect of Scattering 
Using the same concept employed with the cylinder, the scattered field is determined 
by satisfying the boundary condition of zero radial velocity on the surface of the sphere. 
The solution for the incident and scattered pressure or total pressure on the sphere at the 
polar angle p is the infinite series (Reference 1)* 
Pt = [PO TI (2m+ ism Pm (Cos e (33)m=O Dm el~m 
where
 
Pm(cos (p) Legendre Function of order m (Reference 1), and
 
P0 (cos 4) = 1
 
(34) 
PI (cos 4') = cos 4P 
c o s 2m- - 1 p (Cos )Pm(( 9)=r- cos P m (co ) m-2 (o 
The term Dm ei m is a complex function of ka and can be conveniently expressed in 
terms of complex Hankel functions as (References I and 2) 
Dm im+3/2 He (k)] ' (35) 
The same result is obtained in page 363 of Reference 5 except for a change in sign. 
convention by using +j instead of -i for vC'T. 
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where 
H' +1/2 (z) = Bessel Function of third kind (or Hankel Function) and fractional 
order m + 1/2. 
Asymptotic values of the amplitude Dm and phase angle Sm are given by Morse (Refer­
ence 1)as follows: 
(1/ka) 2 m = 0, ka << 1/2 
D - 35 ... (2m-1)(m+1)>O, ka <<m+1/2 (36) 
m (ka)m +2 
1/ka m > 0, ka >> m+1/2 
km = 0, ka << 1/2 
8m m(ka) 2m+] 
Sm=m k m>O0, ka << m+1/2re (37)1L3-5- ... (2m-1) 2 (2m+l)(m+l) 
- 1 (m+l) m> 0,ka >> m +1/2 
Tabulated values of Pm(cos ), Dm, and 6 m have been published (References I and 2) 
and graphical representation of Equation 33 has been presented by Weiner (Reference 4)and Morse (Reference 1). An approximate value for the pressure at any point (a, 4) 
for long wavelengths is obtained by using only the first two terms of Equation 33. The 
result is
 
+1 ka cos e- t, ka << 1 (38) 
The incident pressure for long wavelengths can be expressed, from Equation 29, as 
Pi = Po D1 + ika cos qd e- ,tt ka << I , (39) 
so that for low frequencies, the scattered pressure at the surface of the sphere isjust

1/2 the quadrature component of the incident pressure which varies with 4. 
To define the acoustic coupling factor, including scattering, we substitute the term in 
brackets in Equation 33 into Equation 28 and carry out the required integration. This 
involves integration of terms of the form 
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JIT Pin (cos t) sin+ cos p dl 
0 
Due to the orthogonality property of Legendre functions (Reference 2), it can be 
shown that only the term for m = has a non-zero integral and this is equal to 2/3. 
Thus, the acoustic coupling factor can be expressed in closed form using Equations 28, 
33 and 36 as 
L4 V 1 ka (40) 
S- H/ 2 (ka) - ka H's/ 2 (ka) 
Equation 40 is the result obtained by Weiner which is cited in Reference 6. 
Since the quantities D1 and 81 are tabulated in Morse (Reference 1), it is also con­
venient to use Equation 33 directly in Equation 28 to give the following simple but 
exact expression for the acoustic force coupling factor for a rigid sphere: 
Lt = ( 2 e- i (,f/2 + 81) (41) 
ae) D (41 
However, a much simpler form for this expression is possible by utilizing algebraic and 
trigonometric expressions for D1 and 8i in terms of ka, which are derived in Appendix A. 
It is shown that the acoustic force coupling factor can be expressed in a closed form as 
L 4 ka e-i (ka + a - -/2) (42) 
%4ka 
where 
=an- 2 ka 
(ka) 2 - 2 
Thus, Equations 40 - 42 provide three equivalent expressions for the net force on a 
rigid sphere. The magnitude and phase angle of Lt for a sphere have been plotted in 
Figures 6 and 7. The approximation given by Equatidn 31, which defined the net load 
without considering scattering, is also shown in Figure 6. The maximum acoustic force 
is just twice the incident pressure times normal area and occurs when the wavelength 
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-is equal to 2"Ta/J2 or ka'--/2 instead of ka =I as for the cylinder. Again, note 
that for large values of ka, as for the cylinder, the envelope of the net force, neglecting
scattering, is approximately the same as the true force, including scattering. 
As shown in Figure 7, the force leads the incident pressure referred to the center of the 
sphere. The phase angle approaches /2 for long wavelengths and then increases 
rapidly for ka > 2. 
Limiting values for Lt' can be easily derived from Equation 41 or 42 and are given by 
Lt c 2ka e- ' i / 2 , ka << I 
and1 (43)
4 -i(ka - ir/2) ka I 
-Lt -e , k 
These approximations are also shown in Figure 6. 
Comparing Equation 43 with the approximation for long wavelengths without scattering
in Equation 32, it is seen that at long wavelengths, the amplitude of the true acoustic 
force is 3/2 times the value predicted by the incident field only. This agrees with the 
previous conclusion that for long wavelengths, the scattered field adds 50 percent to 
the quadrature component of the incident field to make up the total pressure on the 
sphere. Since the magnitude of this component is dependent on angular position 
around the sphere, it is the source of the unbalanced pressure distribution, and, 
hence, net force on the sphere. 
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4.0 MOTION OF OBSTACLES IN A PLANE WAVE FIELD 
The discussion so-far has been concerned solely with the acoustic force on rigid
obstacles in a plane wave field. The motion of the obstacle resulting from this force 
will be considered in the following. It is first necessary, however, to account for 
the interaction between the incident field and the radiation of the moving obstacle 
in this field. The basic principle is that the driving force on the moving obstacle 
can be considered the same as .the force on the rigid obstacle providing radiation 
loading due to motion of the obstacle is properly accounted for. 
Forced Motion of a Sphere, Including Radiation Reaction Forces 
As a first approach to the problem, consider the motion of a sphere of radius a under 
-excitation by a mechanical harmonic radial force, F = F0 e i tt . Assume that the 
sphere is supported by a damped spring system as illustrated in the following sketch 
m K 
The equation for the resulting harmonic motion of the sphere in a vacuum can be 
expressed as 
-iwt -iwtFF 0 e =VoZm e (44) 
where Zm is the mechanical impedance of the supported sphere given by 
Zm = c - iWm + i K/u 
and
 
c = damping constant of support
 
m = mass of sphere
 
K = spring constant
 
V0 = velocity amplitude. 
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The motion of the sphere in air results in sound radiation. The reaction force back 
on the sphere due to radiation opposes the driving force and may be accounted for by 
the addition of a radiation impedance to the system. Viscous forces are neglected 
for now. Thus, in air, the equation of motion of the sphere is modified to become 
- iut
-itt 
F = F0 e = V(Z m +Z a ) e (45) 
where Z. is the radiation impedance and VZa is the reaction force due to radiation 
which opposes the driving Force. The radiation impedances for oscillating and 
pulsating spheres and cylinders are reviewed in detail in Appendix B. For the 
oscillating sphere, the radiation impedance is given by 
a2 ( k e )4 Za = I PC -i-(2 ka+ (ka) )] (46)3 L 4 + (k a)4 
where 
pc = radiation resistance of air 
ka = wa/c = nondimensional frequency 
The resistive and reactive components of this impedance divided by ira2 pc (i .e., 
the product'of the normal area of the sphere and the acoustic resistance of air) are 
shown in Figure 8. 
The motion of the sphere in a plane wave sound field is determined by the same 
approach. The mechanical driving force F, in Equation 45, can be replaced by 
an acoustic force equal to the net summation of the incident plus scattered pressure 
field. This approach can be applied to any other obstacle or structure which can 
be vibrated by an incident acoustic field. In other words, the motion of an obstacle 
in a sound field can be described by treating the driving force as the force on the 
rigid obstacle. The total impedance opposing the driving force is the sum of the 
mechanical impedance Zm of the obstacle and its support plus the radiation im­
pedance Z. of the body. Thus, a general expression for the velocity amplitude.of 
a structure in a plane wave sound field is given by 
V= P - nL(47)Zm +Za 
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where 
P0 = 	 amplitude of incident sound pressure 
An 	 projected area of structure normal to incident sound wave 
(e.g., v a2 for sphere) 
Lt = 	 acoustic force coupling constant
 
(e .g., Equation 42 for sphere)
 
It should be clearly pointed out that the observed sound pressure at the surface of an 
obstacle or structure which is moving due to excitation by an incident field will, in 
general, be different from the pressure predicted for a rigid structure. However, 
this difference will be significant only near resonance frequencies of the structure 
and then only when it has a relatively low mass density and/or very low damping. 
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5.0 EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON RESPONSE OF UNBAFFLED OBSTACLES IN A PLANE 
WAVE SOUND FIELD 
As an illustration of the preceding theory, two examples of measured vibration of 
unbaffled obstacles in a sound field are considered. The first case represents data 
obtained by von Bekesy on the vibration of the head in a plane wave sound field 
(Reference 8)., For excitation by a.sound pressure level of 134 dB at discrete fre­
quencies, the measured acceleration amplitude A of the head over a frequency range 
of 100 to 500 Hz was closely described by the simple expression, 
A - 2 x 10- 4 f, g's (48) 
where f = frequency in Hz. 
Since the head decouples, dynamically, from the neck at frequencies above about 
2 to 10 Hz and has no structural resonances below 500 Hz (Reference 9), it may be 
considered as essentially a free mass, approximating a rigid sphere, in the frequency 
range of 100-500 Hz. 
For an average radius of 3.75 in. and a weight of 7.5 lb, the expected acceleration 
amplitude can be estimated by applying Equation 43 for the case ka << 1. (Over 
the range of 100-500 Hz, ka = oa/c =0.15 to 0.75.) The resulting estimated 
acceleration is 
A 2.8x 10- 4 f, g's (49) 
Thus, for this rather unusual case, the basic theory for the force on a rigid sphere 
provides a very close estimate of the motion of the head in a plane wave sound field 
Another example is provided by data reported by Noiseux on the relative vibration 
response of a 2 x 10 x 1/16-inch aluminum plate, with and without a baffle, under 
excitation by plane waves over the frequency range of 90 to 250 Hz (Reference 10) 
To a first approximation, it can be expected that the acoustic force coupling factor 
for an infinite cylinder, relative to a maximum value of - 2 for a baffled cylinder, 
should provide a reasonable estimate of the relative vibration response in this case. 
Such an approach is illustrated in Figure 9. This shows that the theory for net force 
on an infinite cylinder does indeed provide a reasonable estimate for the relative 
influence of a baffle on vibration response of a long thin plate. 
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6.0 VISCOUS FORCES ON OSCILLATING OBSTACLES 
A unique set of experimental data were reported by Stephens and Scavullo on viscous 
damping of various types of oscillating bodies (Reference 11). For spheres and long 
cylinders, the data were generally in very close agreement with theory on viscous 
forces on such oscillating bodies. Data observed for vibrating plates or beams were 
also obtained and were collapsed by a simple empirical expression applicable for 
small amplitude oscillations. The theoretical or empirical expressions confirmed by 
these data are reviewed here. 
Oscillating Spheres 
The dynamic viscous force acting on a sphere undergoing small amplitude pendulum 
oscillations in an incompressible viscous fluid has been studied theoretically by 
Lamb (Reference 12). Such oscillations can be considered equivalent to small ampli­
tude linear oscillations. The viscous drag force can therefore be treated as equivalent 
to a mechanical resistance or ratio of damping force to linear translation velocity of 
the sphere. The resulting expression is 
Rv = 37rp a3 0 ( + I( (50)2
a W 
where 
a = radius of sphere 
p = mass density of viscous fluid surrounding sphere 
= frequency, radians/sec 
v = kinematic viscosity. 
It is useful to compare this viscous drag resistance with the mechanical radiation 
resistance Ra for an oscillating sphere. From Equation 46, the latter can be expressed 
in the dimensionless form 
Ra 4_ (va/c)4 (51) 
4+ ((a/c)4 ua2pc 
where c = speed of sound. 
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If a new dimensionless variable 1/-/ac is defined, the viscous drag resistance Rv 
as 
can be also expressed in a similar form 
Rv /2v +/2v] (52) 
7ra 2 pc \ac \ac 
For air at sea level pressure and 68 0F, 
v = 0.0234 in. 2/sec 
c = 13,440 in./sec 
so that for these conditions 
2v - 3.48 x 10-"/a 
ac
 
where a radius of sphere in inches. 
Equations 51 and 52 are compared in Figure 10 as a function of the dimensionless 
frequency a/c. The radius of the sphere, a, is a parameter for the nondimensional 
viscous resistance defined by Equation 52. The plot shows the true variation with 
frequency for either form of resistance. However, variation of the viscous damping 
resistance with radius of the sphere is not clearly indicated in Figure 10. In fact, 
the nondimensional value of this resistance, Rv/ra 2 pc, is nearly independent of 
radius a for a > 0.1 inch. The experimental verification of the theory for viscous 
damping, reported in Reference 11, covered only a single value of the parameter 
wa/c (= 0.0055) for a 3.09-inch radius sphere. This is well outside the range where 
acoustic radiation resistance is significant. 
Oscillating Cylinder 
The theory of viscous damping of an infinite cylinder oscillating at right angles 
to its axis has been presented by Stokes (Reference 13). When expressed in the same 
normalized form used for the oscillating sphere, the viscous drag resistance, divided 
by the normal area per length R, times the specific acoustic reistance pc, is 
Rv LWa -f(2v)-2 + (2v 
(2a).pc tI ac \c/ 
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where 
a = radius of cylinder 
= length of cylinder (>> a) 
and the other parameters are the same as defined earlier. (Note that Rv is actually 
independent of the velocity of sound, c; this parameter only appears due to the 
particular normalized form used for convenience to allow comparison with the acoustic 
resistance .) 
Comparing Equation 53 with Equation 52, it is clear that for the same normal area for 
the sphere or cylinder, the viscous drag resistance for the latter is roughly twice as 
great (- 2-u/3) as for the sphere. (The second term inside the brackets in each expres­
sion is normally insignificant.) 
The acoustic radiation resistance Ra of an oscillating cylinder is given in Appendix B. 
For small values of the frequency parameter, ka = wa/c, this-resistance, expressed in 
the same normalized form, is approximately equal to (see Equation B-16, Appendix B) 
Ra 2 
(2a1) - pc (Wa/? wa/c4 < 1 (54) 
Equations 53 and 54 are compared in Figure 11 and show, as for the sphere, that 
viscous damping resistance is much greater than the acoustic radiation resistance only 
for small values of Ga/c. The experimental data on viscous damping of cylinders in 
air, cited in Reference 11 was obtained in the range of wa/c where acoustic radiation 
damping was negligible. Providing the peak amplitude of oscillation was small rela­
tive to the cylinder radius, the experimental value of viscous damping resistance 
agreed with the value predicted by Equation 53. At higher amplitudes, the damping 
resistance increased due, apparently-, to flow separation or end effects (Reference 11). 
Oscillating Plates 
The data on damping of oscillating unbaffled plates reported in Reference 11 exhibited 
a consistent but nonlinear behavior. Linear viscous damping theory was not applicable. 
The observed data can be defined in terms of an empirical expression for an equivalent 
damping resistance as 
2 K pVA4/ 3  Rd = (55) 
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where 
p = mass density of air 
V = velocity amplitude 
An = area of panel 
( empirical constant
 
K = 22 for ft, lb, sec units or
 
14.2 for in., lb, sec units 
This expression was derived in Reference 11 from the experimental results and corre­
sponding empirical collapse of data. The data were obtairned for thin rectangular and 
circular plates with areas ranging from 15 to 220 in 2 oscillated at a frequency of 
3.8 Hz and 21 .2 Hz. For displacements greater than 0.1 inch, the damping resistance 
is closely predicted by Equation 55 in all cases. 
The nonlinear nature of this damping resistance indicates that the damping force is 
aerodynamic in origin; i.e., it is proportional to p V 2 (Reference 11). For com­
parison to this nonlinear resistance, the linear acoustic radiation resistance load at 
low frequencies, on an osillating circular piston in free space (without a baffle), is 
given approximately by (Reference 14) 
.Ra t .056Tra 2 Pc (ta) 4 wa/c< 1 (56) 
For comparison of the absolute values of the two resistances defined by Equations 55 
and 56, consider the case of a circular plate with the following constants: 
= 220 in 2Area An 

Radius a = 8.38 in.
 
Frequency w/2 T = 21 .2 Hz
 
Velocity
 
Amplitude V = 13.3 in./sec (±L0.1 in. at 21.2 Hz)
 
Mass Density p = 0.112 x 10 6 lb sec 2/in.4 at 680 F
 
Specific Acoustic
 
Resistance pc 0.0015 lb sec/in. 3 at 68°F 
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From Equation 55, the aerodynamic "resistance" is 
Rd = 1.66 x 10-2 lb sec/in. 
From Equation 56, the acoustic radiation resistance for this case would be 
Ra = 0.88 x 10-6 lb sec/in. 
Clearly, -the aerodynamic damping rejistance exceeds the acoustic radiation resistance 
for this case 
A general comparison of the relative value of these two resistances which oppose 
the motion of oscillating, rigid, thin plates is not practical . However, in any 
studies involving such motion, it seems clear from these limited results that the aero­
dynamic resistance is likely to be much more significant than the acoustic radiation 
resistance for small values of the frequency parameter ua/c 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The theory for forces acting on stationary spheres and cylinders in a .plane wave sound 
field has been reviewed in a consistent manner to illustrate the following points: 
* The total acoustic force on solid spheres and cylinders for wavelengths 
much greater than the circumference is 2 times and 1.5 times, respectively, the 
incident "force" ( incident pressure times normal area). At these fre­
quencies, the force leads the incident pressure at the center of the 
obstacle by approximately 90 degrees. 
* 	At high frequencies, where the incident wavelength is small relative to 
the circumference of the obstacle, the'upper envelope of the incident 
force is very nearly the same as'the true net force, including scattering 
effects. 
* 	The net force on a cylinder in a plane wave field arriving at an oblique 
angle to the cylinder axis is predicted by a simple modification of the 
usual expression for the force in a normally incident field. This modifi­
cation amounts to accounting for the effective incident wavelength at 
right angles to the cylinder and the trace wavelength along the cylinder. 
* 	Simplified expressions for the total net force on obstacles can be derived 
which accurately describe the true net force at long wavelengths. 
Theory and data on forces acting on oscillating solid obstacles are also covered. 
* The motion of an obstacle in a sound field is determined by first 
defining the force on a rigid obstacle and then adding an acoustic 
radiation impedance term to the mechanical motional impedance of 
obstacle. This is a general result applicable to any case of acoustic 
loading of structure. 
* In addition to acoustic radiation forces acting on solid oscillating 
obstacles, such as spheres, cylinders or plates, viscous damping forces 
also are effective. The latter predominate for radiation wavelengths 
large relative to the obstacle circumference. For oscillating thin plates, 
the viscous damping forces become nonlinear for oscillation amplitudes 
comparable to the plate thickness. The nonlinearity indicates that the 
damping force is aerodynamic in origin and is thus proportional to p V 2 
instead of directly proportional to V as for acoustic or linear viscous 
forces. 
* Limited experimental data are cited which ore in agreement with these 
observations.
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APPENDIX A 
SIMPLIFIED EXPRESSION FOR NET FORCE ON A SPHERE 
Based on Morse's theory (Reference 1), Equation 41 specifies the acoustic force coupling factor 
for a rigid sphere in a plane wave sound field as 
t= a DI (-I 
whre(22 e- iCir/2 + 81)(A) 
where 
k = wave number of incident field 
a = radius of sphere 
D1 ,81 = functions of ka defined by Equation 35 for m= 1 
The coupling factor Lt is the ratio of net acoustic force to the product of the incident pressure 
at the center of the sphere and the normal area. A more convenient expiression for Lt is 
developed below based on an extension of the derivation for the force on a sphere in Refer­
ence 5. Equation A-1 may be expressed as 
L= ( ) - [-sin 8,- i cos 8] (A-2) 
From Morse (Reference 1), the definition for D1 and 81 can also be expressed as the differential: 
= - iDe i sa ) [j,(ka)+iy(ka)J (A-3) 
where j1,(ka) and y1(ka) are spherical Bessel Functions of the first and second kind, 
respectively. These Bessel Functions have the following properties (References 1, 2 and 5) 
d IT,- [Jm(Z)]I = 2mj+ m m-I(z) - (re+l) jm+ (z) (A-4) 
where jm (z) represents either of the spherical Bessel Functions in Equation A-3 for m = 1 
=and z ka. 
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In addition, the following transformations are known (References I and 2) 
10(z) - z Y0(7) z 
J2 ( =3 1 sinz - , cos z 
2 (A-5)z

72 - z3 sin z - 3 _LCos z 
Utilizing Equations A-2 to A-5, it can be shown that: 
D Cos 1 =3-[Yo(ka) - 2 y2(ka)] 
1 
D1 sin 81 = - -I [j 0 (ka) - 2 j2 (ka)] 
(ka)4/(ka) 3 
cos 81 = -cos (ka + a) 
= 
DI = 1Ir 7
and sin 8, -sin (ka + a) 
-where a: = tan 1 2 ka/[(ka) - 2]
 
With these relationships, Equation A-2 can be expressed in closed form as
 
Lt 4ka i(ka+ a-r/2) (A-6) 
which is the same as Equation 42 in the text. 
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APPENDIX B
 
RADIATION IMPEDANCE OF OSCILLATING AND PULSATING 
SPHERES AND CYLINDERS 
OSCILLATING SPHERE 
The radiation from an oscillating rigid sphere is ordinarily treated by considering the oscillating 
sphere as a dipole source (References 1 and 5). A somewhat more general but equivalent
approach is used here by assuming only that a spherical wave is radiated from the sphere. The 
boundary condition requires that the radial component of the motion of the sphere is equal to 
the radial component of particle velocity of the radiated spherical wave. 
Assume a sphere of radius a, oscillating along a polar axis with a velocity V e , radiates 
a spherical pressure field with polar symmetry which can be defined by the infinite series of 
spherical waves (References I and 5) 
co 
p(r,qp) = E am Pm(COS p) hm(kr) e- iot (B-I) 
m=0 
where p(r,(p) = instantaneous pressure at a point r,p (in spherical coordinates) 
Pm(60s )) = Legendre Function of order m 
h' (kr) = spherical Bessel Function of the third kind 
m 
and 
am = a constant to be defined. 
The radial particle velocity at the surface of the sphere (r=a) is 
_I "p = k 8 p (B-2) 
n~a) iw p [Wpar i__ a(kr) r=a 
This must equal the radial component of velocity of the sphere, V (cos p)e where p
is the polar angle. Thus, satisfying the boundary condition, and using Equation 34 from the 
main body of the text, 
V-os4) k eig m CO48 im(ka)Icost = i-'-e ia P ~~s)Dm(ka) e(B-3) 
m0 
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where 
i D (ka) eim(k a) d [h'm(kr)] 
m d (kr) ra 
The left side of Equation B-3 has only one' cosine term. For the right side, since Pm(cos=cosp 
only for m = 1, all the other terms drop out and we can solve for the constant,a. 
-pc Ve i 1 (ka) (B-4)
a1 - D1(ka) 
Thus, the pressure at the surface of the sphere is given by 
pc V cos p e- i 81 (ka) h;(ka) elWtp(a,p) =(B-5)
 
DI (ka)
 
By using the following transformations (References 1, 2 and 5) (see Appendix A) 
D(ka) = + (ka4/(ka)' 
=k )sin ka cos ka [sin ia + cos kaj 
(ka)2 ka [ ka (ka) 2 J 
81(ka) = ka +tafn-j 2 k J 
Equation B-5 can be reduced to the following expression for the pressure on the surface of an 
oscillating sphere 
p(a, q) = pc Vos )i (2 ka + (ka) e (B-6) 
4 + (ka)4 
which is identical to the expression derived in Reference 5 by treating the oscillating sphere 
as a dipole*. 
* Note, again, the convention of using -i instead of +j for this report. 
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The reaction force back on the sphere due to this radiation is in the direction of motion and 
is found by the integral (see Equation 27) 
Fr 2ra2fp(a,)sinpcosqdp (B-7) 
0 
Substituting Equation B-6 in the above, the.reaction force is found to be 
Fr=-V A 1Ta2 pc(-ka)4 - i(2 ka + kal" e..-iwt (B-8) 
r r 4 + (ka) 4Lk-) 
The equal and opposite driving force necessary to overcome this radiation reaction, when 
-
divided by the velocity of the sphere Ve iwt, is called the mechanical radiation impedance, 
Za, of the oscillating sphere. This is equal to the term in curly brackets above. 
=A [(ka)4 - i (2 ka (ka)31 
2
Z a = 3"a. PCp L 4 + (ka). ..4 (B-9) 
Note that for long wavelengths (ka << 1) 
*4 -iZa t 4,T a2 pc[ 
or 
(ka)4 M s 
za --47 a2 pc - -I 2 ka<<1 (B-10) 
where M = (4/3 iTa3 p).s 

Thus, the radiation impedance, at long wavelengths, has a very small resistive component 
and a reactive component corresponding to one-half the mass of air displaced by the sphere. 
(Note that in this report - ikM instead of +jGiM corresponds to a mass reactance .) This is 
often called the "attached mass" of a vibrating body. For short wavelengths, or ka >> 1, 
za = 4ira32 pc- itMs(l/ka).2 ka >>1 (B-11) 
Thus, for high frequencies, the radiation impedance approaches a pure constan" resistance
 
equivalent to a pc load on an area equal to.one-third the surface area of the sphere. The
 
"attached mass" reactive component decreases inversely as the square of frequency. 
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OSCILLATING CYLINDER 
In a manner similar to that employed above, Rschevkin derives the expression for the pressure 
p(a, 4) on the surface of a rigid cylinder of radius a oscillating laterally with a velocity 
V e- iwt. The results is (Reference 5) 
p(a,) = pc V e l t [J(ka) +i cos (B-12)
Y1(ka)]C1 (ka) eiyl(ka) 
where 6 is the circumferential angle, and the remaining terms are as defined in Equation 11 
in the text. 
The radiation reaction force per unit length of cylinder is given by 
2v
 
Fr = -a f p(a, ) cos 0d6 (B-13) 
0 
Substituting Equation B-12 into B-13, and dividing the force by the velocity of the cylinder, 
the radiation impedance per unit length of cylinder is found to be (Reference 5) 
rapc [J 1 (ka) + i Y 1(ka)] 
•C 12 (ka) ei (k) R - i Xa (B-14)a 
where 
Ra = Tpc [F] (J2 - -ka J Y 
C1 
C2 2 
C2 = (J2 - ka/ + (Y2 a 
and the argument ka is understood for the various Bessel Functions. 
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For long wavelengths, the radiation impedance is 
(a3 
Za=21ra "T 4 iWMc, ka<< (B-16) 
where Mc = 1Ta 2 p. 
Thus, the radiation impedance is essentially equivalent to a mass reactance corresponding 
to the mass of air displaced by the cylinder. 
For short wavelengths, the radiation impedance is very nearly a constant resistance equivalent 
to a pc load on 1/2 the area of the cylinder, or 
Za = (2ir a pc)/2 - i u Mc (1/kag2 , ka >> I (B-17) 
PULSATING SPHERE AND CYLINDER 
For comparison, the radiation impedance for the pulsating sphere and cylinder, as derived 
in References I and 5, are given below. 
Pulsating Sphere 
The radiation impedance of a sphere of radius a, pulsating radially, is 
Za = 4va2 pc [.( ka 1 (B-18)a IkIl+ (ka) 2 I 
For long wavelengths, the radiation impedance is dominated by a mass ractance term 
equivalent to three times the mass displaced by the sphere, or 
Za! 4 71 a2pc(ka) 2 -i.3Ms, ka<< (B-19) 
and for short wavelengths, the impedance is essentially resistive 
Za 4a2 pc - iw .3 Ms(1/ka) , ka >> I (B-20) 
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Pulsating Cylinder 
The radiation impedance per unit length of a right circular cylinder of radius a pulsating radially 
is 
Za = 21rapc { YO0 J0 Y l (B-21)12 + Y12 
For long wavelengths, 
a 2rapc (-) - iMc [loge(1/ka)], ka << (B-22) 
Note, that in this case, the effective mass increases without bound as the wavelength 
increases. However, the net mass reactance decreases since frequency decreases inversely 
as wavelength. 
For short wavelengths, the load is resistive and equal to a pc load on the total surface area. 
Za t 2 vapc, ka >> I (B-23) 
The asymptotic expressions above are summarized in Table B-1 . It is seen that the pulsating 
cylinder has the highest radiation resistance for long wavelengths, and either the pulsating sphere 
or cylinder has the highest resistance at short wavelengths. The pulsating sphere has the highest
"attached mass" equal to three times the mass within its own volume for long wavelengths. 
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TABLE B-I 
ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR THE MECHANICAL RADIATION 
RESISTANCE AND REACTANCE OF PULSATING 
AND OSCILLATING SPHERES AND CYLINDERS 
Radiator ka << 1 ka >> 1 
(Long Wavelengths) (Short Wavelengths) 
SPHERE 
Area = Ss =47ra 
2 
4 
Mass = Ms !r a3 P 
Ss Ss pcf Ra - pc(ka)2 Ra 
Pulsatinga-sX XaI iM(/)-3 .M w .3Ms(1/ka)LXa s 
Ra  Ss Oscillating pc(ka) 4 /12 Ra Ss pc/3 2 
Xa Ms/2 Xa wMs(I/ka) 
CYLINDER 
Area = Sc = 2 a ' I 
1Mass = Mc = ia 2 p . 
pcRa Sc pc(ka/2) 2R a Sc Pulsating 
Xa wMC [ loge (1/ka) Xa O0 
I 3/ 4 R = Sc pc/2a:(ka) p iT Oscillating 
7 Xa = (JMc ( / ka ) ' Xa wMc 
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